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President’s Message
Hi All
Well the year has flown so fast with so many things
happening and there’s fun still to be had.
Firstly, I would like to send a big CONGRATULATIONS
shout out to Neylon Performance Horses for
achieving the next part of their plan. Dennis and
Erin have worked for a long time towards their
goal to send a horse to America. This year in July
they exported the very talented LIL NU IT ALL
(Jethro) to the United States to be campaigned in
competition. I guess he will have some Stud duties
as well. So congratulations to Dennis, Erin and
family on showing the way. The rewards will come
your way I’m sure. The only time success comes
before hard work is in the dictionary.
The NRHA raffle has been drawn and
CONGRATULATIONS go out to Kerri Ann Hobbs
from Victoria. When I spoke to Kerri she was pretty
stoked. Kerri is not a reiner yet but does have paint
horses. Who knows, we may be able to get her over
to the dark side.
There are already plans in place to run another raffle
to next year’s Futurity in the USA, so keep your ear
to the ground for it.
Don’t forget the AGM on the 4th of February 2017.
Next year’s meeting will be held in Victoria with the
venue yet to be determined, but you will have plenty
of notice. Please make an effort to attend if possible.
The National show is nearly here and there are so
many little things to do yet. A lot of time, effort
and attention are required to achieve the desired
result. This year we are seeing a downturn in our
sponsorship from previous years by roundabout
30%. This is probably due to the current economic
climate and a few other issues. These in turn could
affect our prizes/money a little.
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On a brighter note, there will be some little surprises
at Tamworth this year. Some of the usual events
like The Calliope Sliders Pirate Party are being held
on the Monday night along with the Hall of Fame
and the Auction of all sorts of things from stallion
services to tools, clothing and horse tack.
If you think of anything that you or someone you
know would like to donate for the Auction, there is
still time to get that stuff in, the more the merrier
and better entertainment value as well.
The Humpty Dumpty Ladies class on Wednesday is
new to our show this year.
Each night during the show at the Marquee, there
will be some drinks and nibbles supplied by different
Affiliates. Bring your chair and extra drinks if you
wish and enjoy the friendly atmosphere. It’s just a
chance to catch up with a few people in your busy
show schedule.
On Saturday night after the show has finished, we
have a party organised with food and some drinks.
Maybe make a gold coin donation and give a bit to
the Humpty Dumpty Foundation as well.
The Stallion Alley to be held in Tamworth is well
under way with a dozen or so stallions already
registered. If you have a stud, or you know someone
with a stud that would like to be in the Alley, get in
contact with me and let me know. This is a very cheap
offer to get your stallion advertised nationally and
you get to take home the pull-up banner associated
with your stallion in the Alley.
There are still spots available for EQUITANA this
year.
Having said all of that, I would like to wish everyone
attending the National Show good luck and please
travel safely, and don’t forget to support and thank
your sponsors.
Regards
Paul Sharp
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2016 Pacific Coast Reining
Spectacular
SQRHA Committee

Photos: Donna Morton Downunder Photography
The Pacific Coast Reining Spectacular for 2016
wrapped up on Saturday the 4th of June. The show
featured the Fantastic 5 Derby for 4, 5 and 6-yearold horses, a full slate of NRHA classes and the
“Ride for a Cure” Charity event. The PCRS has left
participants and spectators already excited for next
year’s show!
The PCRS Fantastic 5 Derby is recognised as an
elite competition, offering the best-of-the-best in
reining. The event attracts competitors from all
over the country and the top riders, top non pros,
top sires and top owners all gather in the one venue.
This year they saw QXH Docs Stylish Oak ridden
by Shaun Saunders crowned Pacific Coast Reining
Spectacular Fantastic 5 Derby champion.
The 2016 PCRS was the best yet with a total of 430
runs held over 4 days. The committee members are
no strangers to events of this size, and provided a
well-managed hassle free show for all competitors.
Gatton Equestrian Centre was at full capacity and
horse accommodation spilled over into temporary
stalls in the cattle pavilion.
“Considering what has happened in the economy
during the past year, we’re overwhelmed with the
amount of entries” said Chris Wales, Secretary of the
SQRHA. “People still want to show their reiners and
we’re very excited to see the increase in the Green
Rider and Non Pro levels, not only in numbers but
also in the quality of competition.”

Kelly Sapp (USA) and Jason Wordsworth were
invited to take the best seats in the house with
scribes Karen Lowe and Lynda Gray. This was
Kelly’s first trip to Australia and we are pleased to
hear he enjoyed his stay.
“I can’t say thank you enough to the people of the
Southern Queensland Reining Horse Association!
You were so welcoming and made my first
experience in Australia an enjoyable one. Thanks
Chris Wales along with the entire board for hiring
me. Karen Lowe and Lynda Gray, thanks for
tolerating my accent and being great scribes. And
Jason Wordsworth, it was great getting the chance
to judge with you. You all have a fantastic program
with wonderful members supporting you. I look
forward to the opportunity to visit and work with
you again. Good day mates!” – Kelly Sapp
It’s all over including the shouting until next year.
Jessica Watson makes her mark in her first year as
President of the SQRHA and she couldn’t be happier.
“The sponsorship and support was overwhelming.
I would like to thank all the committee, sponsors,
helpers and competitors. Without you we would not
be able to make this show so successful.
Congratulations also to the winners, place getters
and competitors who achieved new personal best
scores and first time buckles, well done. I look
forward to seeing everyone again next year.”

Dennis Neylon, a lifetime member of SQRHA rode
Neylon Performance Horses’ top mare Lilmissnotiall
to win the concurrently run Non Pro and Open
classes with a personal best score of 147. “It’s just
that type of show! It brings the best out in horse and
rider” said Chris.

Above: Onya Ima Cool Step ridden by John Wicks was the
Open Futurity champion.
Left: Errol Thomas and Shiney Nu Addition were
co‑champions in the Novice Horse Non Pro Level 1 & 2
classes.
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2016 Pacific Coast Reining Spectacular: Results
Fantastic 5 Open Derby Champion:
QXH Docs Stylish Oak and Shaun Saunders

PCRS Open Futurity Champion:
Onya Ima Cool Step and John Wicks

Intermediate Open Derby:
Determinated and Melanie Lindsay

Intermediate Open Futurity:
Diamonds R Hot and Ben Ryan

Limited Open Derby:
RKN Two Eyed Kid and Thea Griffin

Limited Open Futurity:
Diamonds R Hot and Ben Ryan

Non Pro Derby:
Determinated and Melanie Lindsay

PCRS Non Pro Futurity:
My Chics No Wimp and Leonie Kingdon

Intermediate Non Pro Derby:
Checkout Hollywood and Kathleen Murphy

Intermediate Non Pro Futurity:
My Chics No Wimp and Leonie Kingdon

Limited Non Pro Derby:
Do Me A Favour and Neville Connelly

Limited Non-Pro Futurity :
My Chics No Wimp and Leonie Kingdon

Open:
Lilmissnoitall and Dennis Neylon

Novice Horse Open Level 1 & 2:
Janies Whiz Kid and John Wicks

Intermediate Open:
Onya Wotshername and Ben Ditzel

Novice Horse Non-Pro Level 1 & 2:
Co-Champions Shiney Nu Addition and Errol
Thomas and Migs Shez Dynamite and Sharon
Leddington-Hill

Limited Open:
Jessies Dreamchaser and Brooke Sestero
Rookie Pro:
ME Lil Beamer and Jack Daniels
Prime Time Non Pro:
A Hollywood Whizz and Greg Campbell
Non Pro:
Lilmissnoitall and Dennis Neylon
Intermediate Non Pro:
Onya Wotshername and Ben Ditzel
Limited Non Pro:
Jessies Dreamchaser and Brooke Sestero

Rookie Level 1 & 2:
Ruf Tucker and Jo McConnell
Green Rider Level 2:
Onya Wozza and Sidney Paech
Green Rider Level 1:
Missin Dun It and Angela Murray
Youth 14-18:
Mocha Upfront and Michaela Martin
Youth Under 13:
Lyrics Custom Corey and Kasey Bogie
Freestyle:
Crown K Bronzed Hank and Neridah Leishman
Ride For A Cure Charity Event:
ME Lil Mercedes Chic and Paul Sharp

Above: Allan and Leonie Kingdon with My Chics No
Wimp and Susan Camfferman show off the Non Pro
Futurity championship garlands.
Right: Dennis Neylon and Lilmissnoitall winning the
Open and the Non Pro.
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2016 Pacific Coast Reining Spectacular
Jason Wordsworth and Kelly Sapp (judges)
congratulate Melanie Lindsay and Determinated
on their win in the Non Pro Derby.

Angela Murray showed Missin Dun It to a win in the
Sharon Leddington-Hill and Migs Shez Dynamite were
co-champions in the Novice Horse Non Pro Level 1 & 2. Green Rider Level 1 class.

Runner-up Katherine Godley congratulates Neridah Leishman
and Crown K Bronzed Hank on their win in the Freestyle.
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2016 Pacific Coast Reining Spectacular

Jordan Rogers with Ben Ryan and Diamons R Hot,
winners of the Intermediate Open Futurity.

Sidney Paech and Onya Wozza won Green Rider
Level 2.

Checkout Hollywood and Kathleen Murphy
won the Intermediate Non Pro Derby.

Paul Sharp and ME Lil Mercedes Chic won the
Ride for A Cure charity event.

Rookie Level 1 & 2 winner Jo Mc Connell and
Ruf Tucker.
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Greg Campbell and A Hollywood Whizz won
the Prime Time Non Pro class.
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2016 Pacific Coast Reining Spectacular

Janies Whiz Kid and John Wicks, winners of the Novice
Horse Open Level 1 & 2, with Carolyn and Greg Peters.

Jack Daniels and ME Lil Beamer, winners of the Rookie
Professional class, are congratulated by Pam Watson of
SQRHA.

Kasey Bogie and Lyrics Custom Corey, winners of the
Youth 13 years and under, with Rick Sciberras.

Sidney Paech (steward), Kelly Sapp (judge), Thea Griffin and RKN Two Eyed Kid (winners of the Limited Open
Derby), Jessica Watson (SQRHA Prresident) and Jason Wordsworth (judge) line up to smile for the camera.
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2016 Photo Competition: Horses of Reining

Determination
John Wicks

Larry

Dakks in the sun
Lil Nu It All

Checkout Hollywood
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2016 Photo Competition: Horses of Reining

DunGunIt and Rufinstein make a friend

A Mother’s Love

simple+pleasures

Being born is exhausting

Brand new
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Bowhizwhiz
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2016 Photo Competition: People of Reining

Sportsmanship

Bridle and boots
Coffee break with Gracie

Judged

Hannah Lloyd
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Happy youth
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2016 Photo Competition: People of Reining

Moment

Butts and boots

Spurs and dirt

Calm before the party

Soul cowboy

Show us your buckle
Left: We are all teeth and smiles
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2016 Photo Competition: Youth Photos

Sharyn and Dyna

There is still time to enter the photo competition
Entries close 15th September
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2016 GVRHA Buckle Up and Slide
Reining Spectacular
GVRHA Committee

Photos: Mark Burns and Tania Patrick

Wednesday 18th to Sunday 22nd May 2016 saw
GVRHA hold its second annual Buckle Up & Slide
Reining Spectacular – with the success of the
inaugural event held in 2015 under their belt, the
committee had worked harder than ever to ensure
an even bigger and better show second time round!
Once again the event was held at the great Tatura
Park facility – complete with brand new roof over
the outdoor warm up pen – ensuring that whatever
the weather the show would not be affected!
With both the indoor and outdoor pens prepped
to perfection – thanks to the efforts of GVRHA
member and sponsor Mick Taylor in planning and
undertaking the surface works required during the
preceding weeks – the first of over 100 horses and
competitors from all corners of Victoria, New South
Wales and as far afield as Queensland started rolling
in on Tuesday afternoon, ready for what was set to
be a great week of showing horses.
Wednesday saw a busy day of pre-works for
competitors, with horses settling in and riders
settling their nerves, whilst sponsors were busy
setting up in the trade area. Sponsors representing
themselves and their products in the trade area were
very busy throughout the show with competitors
and spectators having the opportunity to shop at
three saddlery stores – Pakenham Western Wear
& Saddlery, Anthony O’Brien Custom Saddlery
and Kyabram Horse & Pony Saddlery – each
bringing products unique to each other to keep the
shopaholics amongst us happy!
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The show was officially opened Thursday morning
at 10am with the first event getting under way – the
GVRHA Any Handed class. With a score of 68 David
Norbury riding Wimpys Whizzngem took out the
top spot from 32 competitors, with Glenn Wyse and
Wimpys Perfect Spin a close second on 67 points.
Up next, the GVRHA Mens and GVRHA Ladies
classes run concurrently. Solid performances from
Stephan Elenius on Jewel Park Bewhizzed and Lisa
Tietz on Hollywood Blue Chip resulting in scores of
69 from both saw these two combinations taking out
their respective classes, with Paul Sharp on Bamba
Lamb with 66.5 and Jacky Ragg on RB Peptoes
Bandido with 68.5 in reserve spot.
Thursday’s events were rounded off with the GVRHA
Snafflebit/Hackamore class with ten competitors
running for the trophy rug and prizes sponsored
by Tatura Pine Shavings & Sawdust. Taking the
top prize was Cameron Halliwell running a 69 on
his futurity horse, Wimpys Little Terminator with a
three way tie in second place between David Norbury
and Roosters Little Catory, Rebecca Giuliani and
Wimpys Whizzngem and Ed Smith and Hi-Tec
Genetics each receiving scores of 67 points.
With day one down and with the horses safely
tucked away in their stables for an early night, it
was time for some social time at the pub for a good
meal and a few drinks with friends to wash down the
day’s events!
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2016 GVRHA Buckle Up and Slide Reining Spectacular
Friday morning kicked off at 8am with the Broker
Brumbys sponsored GVRHA Green Rider class with
31 eager riders working hard not only for the placings
and great prizes in this class, but also to land their
place in the top six scores in order to qualify for the
Green Rider Shootout later in the day.
Winning the class and earning her place in the
Shootout was Rebecca Giuliani and Wimpys
Whizzngem with a super 68 point scoring run! A
very close equal second on 67.5 points each were
Queenslanders Morgan Harding and Sammiis
Genes N Jacit and Kayla Kington and A Little Elroy,
followed closely by Margo Lohse and Lethal Lil Gun
on 66.5, Deb Ross and Lil Ripper Whiz on 66 points
and in equal 6th place with 65 points was Belinda
Neilson and Sheza Smart Act and Shelly Biancon
and Tronas Twinkle – making seven combinations
in total qualifying for the Shootout!
Friday’s events continued after lunch with the
Novice Horse classes and a massive 40 runs in total
contesting the four divisions! Glenn Browitt rode
Little Hercules to an unbeatable score of 70.5 to
win both the Novice Horse Open Level 1 and Level
2 divisions, sponsored by Tatura Pine Shavings &
Sawdust and Jewel Park Border Collies.
A fantastic run by Chelsea Ragg on ME Shesa Smart
Chic earned the pair a score of 70 and Reserve
Champion in both the Open levels with Stephan
Elenius also scoring a 70 on his gelding Jewel
Park Bewhizzed sharing Reserve Champion in the
Open Level 2 and winning the Non Pro Level 2
division, sponsored by Redwood Print. Co-Reserve
Champions in Non Pro Level 2 and Co-Champions
in Non Pro Level 1, sponsored by Kyabram Bearings
& Industrial Supplies, with scores of 68 were Pam
Spokes and Mustang Lil and Rod Shaw riding
Gunner Play, rounding off a huge class of fantastic
reining.

Following a short break, Friday’s classes
recommenced with the evening program – the
GVRHA Freestyle class leading into the much
anticipated Green Rider Shootout. Two youth riders
showed off their skills with a couple of great freestyle
routines to entertain and warm up the crowd! Issy
Sabin rode her chestnut gelding Customboomboom
in a beautiful bridleless display whilst Mikki Smith
wowed the crowd with her unique demonstration
of side saddle reining aboard her palomino gelding
Whimpys Little Charlie! Competition was close,
with only one point separating the scores – Issy
scoring 135 points to take first place with Mikki a
close second on 134 points!
With the Freestyle competition complete, the seven
qualifying green riders were ready to take to the stage
once again in the battle for the coveted Green Rider
Shootout title and the amazing prizes on offer – a
stunning embroidered woollen trophy rug sponsored
by Smarty Rugs & Hold Your Horses Promotional
Embroidery, training DVD series sponsored by
Fappani Performance Horses and beautiful garland
made by our very talented committee member, Suz
Sims, with finalists also receiving engraved travel
mugs sponsored by Broker Brumbys!
With their eyes firmly on those prizes, the riders
put it all out there in an exciting competition
culminating in our Shootout Champion with a score
of 136.5 – talented combination Rebecca Giuliani
and Wimpys Whizzngem, and Reserve Champion
only one point behind on 135.5 – Queenslander
Kayla Kington and A Little Elroy! Congratulations
to all the Shootout riders – a great achievement to
qualify from a large field and show in front of such
an enthusiastic crowd!!

Above: Happy competitors at the presentation.
Left: Shelly Biancon and Tronas Twinkle competing in
the hotly contested Green Rider Shootout.
The Slider JULY 2016
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2016 GVRHA Buckle Up and Slide Reining Spectacular

Gary Browne aboard Shes All White.

Rookie Professional Champions Chelsea
Ragg and ME Sheza Smart Chic.

Ed Smith and ME Lil Beamer travelled from Calliope
Queensland to compete in the Open Class.

Tyler Smith and Chexy Oak stopping to win both
Rookie Level 1 and Level 2.
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Natalie Plain and Astonlee Kool Ella
competing in the Rookie class.
The Slider JULY 2016
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2016 GVRHA Buckle Up and Slide Reining Spectacular
The conclusion of Friday’s events could only mean
one thing – it was time for everyone to get their
Bogan on for the Snags N Sauce bogan-themed
Futurity Draw Party! Everyone brought their best
bogan outfits to the party, but there could be only
one winner of the prestigious ‘Best Bogan’ award –
a Russell Coight DVD – and that winner was none
other than Victoria’s own David Norbury. If truth
be known, no-one really knew what he was dressed
as but it was clear by the effort he had gone to he was
out to take the win!!
The futurity draw gave us all a bit of insight into
what we could expect from Sunday’s futurity event
as all entrants were interviewed before selecting
their futurity draw number from the table of reining
horse figurines, cleverly crafted by Alan Smith of
Alternative Engineering. A great night followed
with a bit of bogan limbo and drinks around the fire!
Up early on Saturday morning to begin the
penultimate day of the show, with a massive class of
41 riders to kick off an exciting day of events! There
were some great runs culminating in some welldeserved wins – in the Ken Muston Automotive
Limited Non Pro Tyler Smith and Chexy Oak
proved unbeatable taking home the buckle with a
score of 69, with a three way tie for 2nd place, all
receiving scores of 68.5 points, between Lisa Tietz
and Hollywood Blue Chip, Mel Sporry and Whizzel
With Me and Beth Winterhalter and Grand Day Out.

Reining Australia President Paul Sharp, all the way
from Queensland, left his mark running a 70 not
once, but twice, on his two horses ME Lil Mercedes
Chic and Bamba Lamb putting him in equal first
place in the A1 Water Deliveries Tatura Primetime
Non Pro, declining the opportunity to run off against
himself!!
Kim Grosso and DC Caddilac Jack and Chelsea Ragg
and ME Shesa Smart Chic found themselves in a
first place tie in the William Adams Ag Shepparton
Limited Open, both having run scores of 69.5 points
– after an exciting run-off Kim’s score of 70 put her
in the lead taking home the buckle, with Chelsea
winning the Reserve Champion trophy rug.
The Whitfield Garage sponsored Youth classes
ensued – sliding their way to the buckle with a
winning score of 138.5 in the 14-18 Years division
was Hannah Lloyd riding her stunning palomino
gelding Whizzel Me Lucky, with Holly Fitzsimons
and Yulgilbar Valido taking out Reserve Champion
with 136.5 points.

New South Wales competitor Sally McNamara
competed in the Green Rider class aboard SR
Whizzle Chex.
The Slider JULY 2016
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2016 GVRHA Buckle Up and Slide Reining Spectacular
Next up were our Youth Short Stirrup and Lead Line
competitors with five tiny tots and handlers pulling
out their best reining manoeuvres! Competition was
tough and all competitors received prizes for their
stellar efforts in front of the enthusiastic crowd!
Following a short lunch break, horses and riders
reconvened for another big class – the RA Green
Rider Level 1 & Level 2 sponsored by Reining
Australia. 34 Green Riders gave their best with
another great run from Rebecca Giuliani and
Wimpys Whizzngem placing them Champion Level
1 on 68.5 points with a tie for Reserve on 66 points
between Mel Dennis and Gunner Be A Son and
Amanda Parnell and Mondure Lil Gold Digger, with
Margo Lohse from New South Wales on her beautiful
Lethal Lil Gun scoring a 67.5 to win Champion Level
2, with Mikayla Smith and Whimpys Little Charlie a
very close second on 67!
Saturday evening saw the final event of the day, and
our second feature class of the show – the much
anticipated Open & Non Pro classes – with $5000
added on the M&S Stainless Steel Open and $2,500
added on the Pakenham Western Wear & Saddlery
Non Pro, the 24 riders were all out to win their
share of the prize pool, with some fantastic runs to
entertain the great crowd of spectators!

Paul Sharp took both 6th and 4th place in the Non Pro
with Bamba Lamb and ME Lil Mercedes Chic, with
Mel Sporry and Whizzel With Me in 5th place and
Greg Smith coming in 3rd with Chexy Oak. Running
a very impressive 144.5 on Gottagetagunner,
Cameron Halliwell took out Reserve Champion Non
Pro with our Champion Non Pro scoring a massive
146.5 points being Mick Taylor on his chestnut
gelding My Dads A Wimp, winning the Champion
buckle, embroidered woollen rug and garland!
Victorians dominated the Open class, with the top
six placing riders all hailing from Victoria and all
scoring 140 and above! 6th place went to Greg
Smith and A Chexy Oak with Glenn Browitt coming
in 5th with A Little Hercules, Kim Grosso rode DC
Caddilac Jack to 4th place, with David Norbury
and Wimpys Whizzngem coming in 3rd. Cameron
Halliwell and Gottagetagunner once again took out
the Reserve Champion spot with their 144.5 point
run, leaving Mick Taylor and My Dads A Wimp to
once again take home the Champion prize, including
a beautiful handmade bridle donated by Anthony
O’Brien Custom Saddlery, with their 146.5 score!

Greg Cross and Chexitation competed in the Open.

Charlotte Powell and Fenwick Jiminy Cricket had a
great run in the GVRHA Leadline class.
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Mick Taylor and My Dads a Wimp were Champions in both the Non Pro and Open.
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2016 GVRHA Buckle Up and Slide Reining Spectacular
After a good night’s rest it was another early start for
the final day of competition, and what better way to
get the last day started than with the Intermediate
Open, Intermediate Non Pro and Rookie Pro event
with 28 runs to take us through the morning. Paul
Sharp once again gave us an exciting 69.5 point
run on Bamba Lamb to take the Champion buckle
back to Queensland with him in the Tatura Caravan
Park Intermediate Open, running a very close 69 for
Reserve Champion was Gary Browne and Shes All
White.
Tied for 1st place on a score of 68 in the Domain
Property Advocates Intermediate Non Pro, and
opting to go Co-Champion rather than run off were
Pam Spokes and Mustang Lil and Lisa Tietz and
Hollywood Blue Chip, and in our final division the
Rookie Pro our Champion, also on a score of 68,
was Chelsea Ragg with her young mare ME Shesa
Smart Chic, with reining newcomer Jack Daniels
from Queensland winning Reserve Champion with
Jacked Up Genes on a score of 65.5 points.
Rookie was up next, with riders still saving some
great runs up their sleeves! After 20 runs the
winners were decided, with Tyler Smith riding
Chexy Oak to another 69 point score and another
two Champion buckles for both the Kyabram Horse
& Pony Saddlery Rookie Level 1 and the Crown K
Quarter Horses Rookie Level 2, with Mikayla Smith
riding Whimpys Little Charlie to a very close second
and taking both the Reserve Champion embroidered
rug and quarter sheet in both divisions with their 68
point run.
After many highlights to the show already, the third
and final feature event and final highlight of the show
was still to come – the Open and Non Pro Futurity
classes sponsored by GVRHA Reining Professionals,
Katherine Kelderman and Glenn Browitt. For many
of these young horses it was their first foray into
the show pen and a great opportunity to get some
valuable experience in advance of the Gold Buckle
National Futurity in September.
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With 11 horses contending the top prizes and their
slice of the total $4,000 added prize money it was
an exciting event to finish off the show!
Coming in 5th place in the Non Pro Futurity was
Morgan Harding riding Sammiis Genes N Jacit
in her first ever futurity, Anthony Ross & OP
Hustler King Of Hearts took 4th place with Shane
Sainsbury riding SPH Our Touch to 3rd. Reserve
Champion with a neat run earning a score of 137
points was Cameron Halliwell riding Wimpys Little
Terminator, leaving our Buckle Up & Slide Non
Pro Futurity Champion with a score of 138 – Mick
Taylor & Lil Gold Digger, taking home the beautiful
trophy spurs, woollen rug and garland!
The Open Futurity was also hotly contested, with
Calliope Sliders Jack Daniels and Ed Smith sharing
5th place on Jacked Up Genes and Hi Tec Genetics,
Shane Sainsbury & SPH Our Touch took 4th place
with Cameron Halliwell & Wimpys Little Terminator
in 3rd. Just pipped at the post by half a point was
Mick Taylor & Lil Gold Digger with their 138 point
run taking them to place Reserve Champion, with
David Simons sliding His Diluted Gunner into first
place and taking out the coveted GVRHA Buckle Up
& Slide Open Futurity Champion title as well as the
beautiful engraved trophy stirrups, woollen rug and
garland! Congratulations to all riders on a fantastic
Futurity event!!
And with all the classes run and won and all the
prizes handed out, the show was over, ready for the
big pack up and journeys home – for some further
than others! What a great week of horses, showing
and friendships it was – a very big thank you to all
involved in the running of the event, all the generous
sponsors, the judges, scribes, announcer, catering
team, tractor drivers, gate marshalls, bit judges,
those who assisted with set up and pack up – too
many to try to name individually! And importantly
a big thank you to the competitors, who made the
trip to GVRHA with many travelling from afar, we
look forward to welcoming you back once again for
another great week at Buckle Up & Slide 2017!!
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2016 GVRHA Buckle Up and Slide Reining Spectacular

Above: David Simons and His Diluted Gunner with
Judges Shane Watts and Jason Wordsworth.

Above: Open Futurity Champions David Simons
and His Diluted Gunner.

Jack Daniels warming up Jacked Up Genes.
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Reining Australia Youth
CALLING ALL YOUTH FOR THE NATIONALS

THERE WILL BE A MEETING OF YOUTH ON SUNDAY NIGHT, 18th SEPTEMBER
TIME AND VENUE WILL BE ADVISED
PLEASE PLAN TO BE THERE
Could all Youth please bring your white shirts – the RA one, a club shirt or a plain one –
to the Nationals for the Youth display. Black saddle pads are also preferable.

PLEASE SHARE!!!

2015 Nationals Youth Display Team (Director: Alexandra Barratt).

YOUTH INCENTIVE AWARDS
Did you know??

All Youth competing in sanctioned classes are now eligible for our incentive awards.

15 points		
30 points		
60 points		
100 points		

Cap
Polo shirt
Vest
Jacket

The Youth incentive awards are sponsored by Neylon Performance Horses and
Hold Your Horses Promotional Embroidery.
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Para Reining News
PARA REINING EVENT AT THE 2016 50TH ANNUAL
ALL AMERICAN QUARTER HORSE CONGRESS
Lindsay Y McCall
Organisers of the Para Reining event at the 2016
All American Quarter Horse Congress are looking
for Para-Equestrians to participate in the USA Para
Reining show on 9th October.
In particular, the Para Reining event is looking for
Grade Ia and Grade Ib Para Dressage riders who
want to try their hand at reining. If you are interested
and are of any Grade please contact Frederick Win
at attorneywin@gmail.com. The horses are provided
to participants along with coaches and support.
The 2016 All American Quarter Horse Congress is
scheduled for 6-30th October, at Ohio Expo Center
in Columbus, Ohio. Para Reining will include four
classes held in the Celeste center starting at 7:00
am, 9th October.
Para Reining made its debut during the 2013 AQHA
World Championship Show, and interest in the
sport continues to grow, including a class at the
2014 World Show, a class at the Kentucky Reining
Cup and the one at the NRHA Futurity.

In 2014, AQHA adopted Para Reining rules in
collaboration with USA Reining (USEF) and NRHA.
Those rules will be revised with the goal of making
Para Reining a nationally and internationally
recognized sport in the future.
The 50th Annual All American Quarter Horse
Congress is run by the Ohio Quarter Horse
Association. For more information please visit
http://www.quarterhorsecongress.com or visit the
Ohio Quarter Horse Association at oqha.com.
Posted 22nd August
http://www.quarterhorsecongress.com/news/
usa-para-reining-event-at-the-2016-50th-annualall-american-quarter-horse-congress-seeksparticipants

WORLD PARA REINING INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
The World Para Reining International Championship
will be held November 12-14th in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma at the 2016 AQHA World Championship
Show!
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There will be a Jog, Team Competition, as well as
an Individual Competition. Check out the Listed
Criteria for this event under the WPR Championship
Section on www.worldparareining.org.
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WEG 2018 News
Kathleen Murphy
RA Board WEG/FEI Portfolio
Financial Difficulties Cause Cancellation of Bromont WEG:
FEI Searches for an alternative WEG 2018 venue
The Fédération Equestre Internationale (FEI) has
announced that it is working on alternatives for
the 2018 FEI World Equestrian Games™ (WEG)
following a mutual agreement between the FEI and
Canadian Comité organisateur des Jeux Équestres
Mondiaux 2018 (COJEM) to terminate the contract
to host the Games due to ongoing financial issues.
“We are sad that the Bromont organizing committee
is no longer in a position to host the Games in 2018,”
said FEI President Ingmar De Vos. “We have been
working very closely with the COJEM Board and
all levels of the organization since the Games were
allocated to Canada in mid-2014 and have known
for some time that the Bromont team was facing
major financial difficulties.

“We have done everything possible to offer support
during these tough times, but sadly the COJEM
Board was unable to put in place a realistic funding
and sponsorship strategy and, despite their best
efforts, we have been left with no choice but to agree
between us that the contract should be terminated.
We believe Bromont is a really special venue
and equestrian sport plays a key role in the local
community. We hope that they will be able to host
other major equestrian events in the future.”
FEI Press Release on July 25 2016
https://inside.fei.org/fei/events/fei-weg
We will update you when the alternative venue for
WEG 2018 is nominated.

Short Lists and Long Lists
Plans for running WEG qualifying events in
Australia have been suspended temporarily pending
a decision on the alternative venue for WEG 2018.
The location - North America or Europe - will make
a difference to our riders when they are arranging
to borrow horses, depending on where their best
contacts are based.
In past years, a National Federation has been
allowed to enter a maximum of six horses and riders
in WEG, four in the team plus two individuals.
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A proposed change to the FEI Reining Rules Article
301: 4.7 to take effect in 2017, will restrict the size
of a National Federation team at a future WEG to a
maximum of four horses and riders.
So far, seven Australia-based riders have expressed
interest in selection for the WEG 2018 Australian
Reining Team.
Reining Australia will continue to liaise with
Equestrian Australia on behalf of these athletes.
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FEI News
2016 SVAG FEI WORLD REINING CHAMPIONSHIPS FOR SENIORS
Simona Diale
FEI
In a field of 21 combinations with riders representing
Austria, Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy
and the USA, Gennaro Lendi and his Yankee Gun
left their mark in the show pen with a performance
resulting in a 222 and the gold medal for Italy in the
individual competition.
In 2008, the first FEI World Reining Championships
for Seniors was held in Manerbio, Italy. With 16
nations entered, team Italy scored a 667.5 for the
gold in front of team USA. Gennaro Lendi and
Playin It Out were part of that team and they also
went on to tie for the bronze medal in the individual
competition. Lendi also represented his country at
the 2014 Alltech FEI World Equestrian Games in
Normandy.

“In the team competition, because my horse is
extremely sensitive to his surroundings and to the
environment, things did not go as planned. During
the two training sessions between the team and
individual competitions, I tried to work on this
aspect and it helped a lot. I must admit that waiting
for the final result was pretty tense as I knew that
the combinations left to go after me all had a chance
to beat my score!”
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For this edition of the World Championships, the
Italian trainer was riding Yankee Gun, a double
registered American Quarter Horse Association/
APHA 7-year-old stallion. Trained by NRHA Five
Million Dollar Rider Shawn Flarida in the States,
the reins passed on to Lendi at the beginning of last
year.
“Flarida, no need to say, did a great job in training
Yankee Gun,” said Lendi. “I had to work the most on
trying to understand how to prepare him to compete.
He is extremely intelligent and very generous and at
times tries to give you more than what is actually
requested from him so what I had to concentrate on
was ‘hooking up’ with him. This prestigious World
Championship has been a fantastic experience and
I am very happy and honored to have been part of it
and for winning the gold for my country.

Just as thrilled with the result was team coach (and
2016 Reining Australia Nationals judge) Filippo
Masi who is also the technical manager of the Youth
and Young Riders coached by Alessandro Meconi.
Masi was quick to praise Lendi and Yankee Gun’s
performance. “Gennaro is a great rider and in the
individual made up for his run that was not up to
expectations in the team competition – where he
was our anchor rider – due to a lead penalty in the
circles,” he said.
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2016 SVAG FEI WORLD REINING CHAMPIONSHIPS FOR SENIORS
In front of a full house, with fans cheering for the
sport of reining, excitement reigned high as some of
the world’s finest reiners battled to take home the
coveted FEI medals. Setting the bar was Austria’s
Tina Kuenstner-Mantl and Nu Chexomatic, third to
run, who posted 221.5. Once Lendi and his mount
bested her score by half-a-point, nobody was able
to beat the Italian rider’s score though both the
Germans and the Belgians still kept their hopes high
as Grischa Ludwig (GER) and Bernard Fonck (BEL)
were the last two riders in the order of go.
Ludwig and Gwhiz Im Smart, team members of
the German team that claimed the silver medal
on Thursday, equaled Kuenstner-Mantl and Nu
Chexomatic’s score (members of bronze medal
winning team Austria). Fonck and Smart N Sparkin
(owned by 7 Heaven Reining Horses), the duo that
had performed to an outstanding 222 in the team
competition and had led Belgium to team gold,
closed their run with a 219.
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Though the gold medal was firmly around the neck of
the Italian rider, a run-off was required to determine
who would take home silver and bronze. First to
run again was the Austrian rider and her flashy
9-year-old palomino stallion. The pair performed to
a 212.5. At this point Ludwig knew that he had to
play it safe and that there was no need to aim for a
high score in order to claim the second step of the
podium. Performing a clean and precise run, once
he closed with the last required maneuver of NRHA
pattern 9, a sliding stop - the hallmark of reining
- he knew that his country would bring home the
second silver medal of the World Championships
and so it was. Their score was a 217.5.
For complete results, please visit the official website
http://www.worldreiningchampionships2016.com
Posted 15 August
https://inside.fei.org/news/2016-svag-fei-worldreining-championships-seniors
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